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These data are reduced using four factors determined in the laboratory and in the field: F_lo and F_hi are the radical sensitivities in the HO2+RO2 and HO2 modes, respectively (units pptv/ion ratio). Alpha_lo and alpha_hi are the ratios of RO2 to HO2 sensitivity in the HO2+RO2 and HO2 modes, respectively. HO2+RO2 concentrations are then S_lo*F_lo-(S_lo*F_lo - S_hi*F_hi)*(alpha_lo - 1)/(alpha_lo - alpha_hi). HO2 concentrations are S_lo*F_lo-(S_lo*F_lo - S_hi*F_hi)*(alpha_lo)/(alpha_lo - alpha_hi) . S_lo is the background corrected ion ratio in the HO2+RO2 mode, and S_hi is the background corrected ion ratio in the HO2 mode. The ion ratios are mass 97 signal count rate minus background count rate divided by mass 62 count rate.
PI_CONTACT_INFO: 303-497-1479, NCAR, 3090 Center Green Dr., Boulder, CO 80301, cantrell@ucar.edu
PLATFORM: Module 2, east side
LOCATION: Barrow, AK
INSTRUMENT_INFO: These data were collected using a CIMS based instrument. An inlet collects ambient air from the free air stream and adds reagents, including O2 or N2 diluents, and NO and SO2 reagent gases. This method, called oxygen dilution modulation leads to nearly 100% measurement of HO2 and RO2 in the O2 dilution/low reagent concentration mode, whereas RO2 is measured with less than 15% efficiency in the N2 dilution/higher reagent concentration mode. This is because the chemistry converts peroxy radicals to H2SO4 efficiently in the O2 mode, but RO2 radicals are converted to RONO in the N2 mode. The H2SO4 thus produced is ionized by reaction with NO3- ions. The reagent and product ions are detected by mass spectrometry using quadrupole mass filtering and counting by a channel electron multiplier operating in the negative ion mode.
DATA_INFO: Signal data for HO2+RO2 are collected during the 0-7 second time interval, and for HO2 in 30-37 second time interval.
UNCERTAINTY: approximately 35% (2 sigma) for values well above 2 pptv; estimates are listed for each data point (2 sigma)
ULOD_FLAG: -7777
ULOD_VALUE: N/A
LLOD_FLAG: -8888
LLOD_VALUE: N/A
PROJECT_INFO: OASIS-Barrow, March-April 2009
STIPULATIONS_ON_USE: contact PI BEFORE use/presentation/publication